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ABBIE LAKE 1-77

INTRODUCTION

The property consists of 6 contiguous unpatented mining 
claims numbered SSM-494419 to SSM-494424 inclusive. They are 
situated approximately l mile west of Abbie Lake within th^ 
unsubdivided Area of Abbie Lake, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division 
The claim group is approximately 35 miles west of Wawa, Ontario.

ACCESS

The property is best reached via fixed wing aircraft based 

out of Wawa or Hawk Junction and landing on Abbie Lake.

TOPOGRAPHY

The general area of the claim group is relatively flat 

lying, featuring no prominant hills. Vegetation found on the 

property consists of spruce, jack pine, birch and alder. Out 

crop is abundant.

LINECUTTING

One base line was cut on an azimuth of 060 for 1200 feet 
northeast and 2400 feet southwest from the #1 post of claim 
SSM-494423. Traverse lines 2000 feet long were cut normal to 
the base line at 400 foot intervals. The base line and traverse 
lines were all chained and picketed at 100 foot intervals. In 
all, approximately 4.5 miles of line was cut, chained and 
picketed.

MAGNETIC SURVEY

The instrument used was a McPhar M-700 Fluxgate Magneto 
meter. Base readings were taken along the base line and all 
readings were calculated relative to the base readings. Read 
ings were taken at the base control stations at periodic inter 
vals to discern day-to-day and diurnal drift. Any changes 
noted in the magnetic intensity were then applied as factors 
and progressive adjustments were made to each reading taken 
during that specific period of time.
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The results of the magnetic survey are shown on the prints 
accompanying this report.

Background magnetics average 600 to 700 gammas and generally 
delineate a northeast trend to the underlying strata. On the 
southern portion of the grid the magnetic intensity increases 
and several prominant linear high exist. They reach a maximum 
intensity of 3200 gammas. Field mapping located numerous 
magnetic, gabbroic bodies in the vicinity of the anomalies and 
as such may be the explanation of these features.

No other magnetic anomalies of significance were detected.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The instrv?r:.cnt- used was a McPhar VLEM dual frequency unit 
capable of operation at 1000 hertz, 5000 hertz, or both frequen 
cies simultaneously.

The equipment consists of a transmitter and a receiver. 
The transmitter is composed of a transmitter coil, transmitter 
console and motor generator. The receiver is composed of a 
search coil, amplifier, clinometer and headphones.

The ^ransmitter coil is energized by an alternating current 
produced by the motor generator and resulting in the production 
of a primary magnetic field. This primary magnetic field links 
with any conductor in its vicinity, producing an induced current 
which gives rise to a secondary magnetic field. At a giver; 
receiving station, the direction and magnitude of the primary 
field is altered by the secondary field. The dir?ction of the 
resultant field is determined by means of the search coil with 
its attached clinometer. Measurements are made in terms of dip 
angles and are recorded in degrees. The plotting of the dip 
angles at both frequencies gives profiles which are useful in 
estimating the depth of the conductor axis, the dip of the con 
ductor and its relative conductivity.

The range of penetration is normally considered to be 
approximately one-half the separation distance between the 
transmitter and receiver, although other factors such as the
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|onductivity of the overburden must also be taken into consider 
ation.

One zone of conductivity was located during the course of 
the survey. It extends across the entire claim group from l-i-00 
South on Line 24+00 West to 3+00 South on Line 12+00 East and 
is open along strike in both directions.

Conductivity is variable from fair to excellent along the 
strike of the feature with f.he best responses between Lines 
16+00 West and 4+00 East. Line to line correlation is excellent 
although the exact position of the crossover appears to jump 
suggesting the possibility of multiple conductors.

A pyritiferous gossan was located along the conductor axis 
and adequately explains the anomaly.

No other conductive zones were located.

CONCLUSIONS

One long and strong conductor was located associated with 

a sulphide zone.

Further work, trenching, is warranted to better assess the 
economic possibilities of the conductor.

. J. Fraser 
NORANDA EXPLORATION CO. , LTD.
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Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL ~ GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

M, J,* f9 P

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survcy(s) Geophysical (Electromagnetic it Magnetic) 

Township or Area Area of Abbie Lake________________ 

Claim Holdcr(s) Noranda Exploration Co., Ltd._________

^ox **5* .Commerce Court Wrst, Toronto, Ontario 

Survey Company Sigouin fe Hussey,--^^m,—.-.-——^.-,.—. 
Author of Report R. J. Frasern^^^—^-—,.^..n^.......^.
Address of Author P.O. Box 1205, Timmins. Ontario,    - 

Covering Dates of Survey February 15 - Arpil 15, 1977-  -
(Unecutling lo office)

Total Miles of Une Cm h. 5 miles________________

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

- , . .Geophysical

-Electromagnetic

-Magnetometer  

-Radiometric

-Other

DAYS
pet claim

Geological

Geochemical

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provUion crcdiu do not apply to airborne lurvryi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. .Radiometric
(enter dayi per claim)

DATE; Jan. 18/78 SIGNATURE:.
Amlyu of Report or Agent

L.

Res. Geol.. . Qualifications __^JL.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

SSM 149141420

SSM
(number)

'I9H21

SSM

SSM 1491*1423

SSM 14914)421*

E:s

TOTAL CLAIMS.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA ' 

GROUND SURVEYS — H more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey- o
Number of Stations .——lil____________________Number of Readings Mag -323 EM - 1*20 

Station interval _____1QQ-_______________———.Line spacing—————^.QQ?^———————-—— 
Profile scale ———————20———————————————————————————.—————————————————————
Contour interval ____20Q gaflsnas?—————————————————————————_—____________———-

O

Instrument ______McPhar M-700 Fluxgate Magnetometer
Accuracy - Scale constant 20 gammas per scale division
Diurnal correction nyihoH closed loops of less than I hour duration and progreBsive factoring 

Base Station check-in interval (hours) 6 hours or, l ess————————___________ —————^——. 
Base Station location and value Line 12+00 Meet/Base line . 600 gammas^^^^,^^——^^

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument
Coil configuration .
Coil separation

Accuracy.
Method: 
Frequency....

McPhar VLEM SS/15

Vertical loop . . .
1*00' , 800' , 1200'
2O per scale division

G9 Fixed transmitter D Shoot back O In line

(tfxcily V.I..F. lUlion)

Q Parallel line

Parameters measured.. DiP

Instrument.
Scale constant ^^—^—.— ~*"
Corrections made.—.-.^

Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy____________

Instrument _______——————————————.——~~.— -—— ————————— 
Method D Time Domain O Frequency Domain 
Parameters - On lime ——————————————————————————— Frequency —————

- Off time __________________________ Range —..—.
- Delay time————————————————————————
— Integration time. 

Power ^————————————
Electrode iirray — 
Elcctrdde ipaclng
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LOCATION PLAN 

Abbie Lake 1-77
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